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barracuda yacht design 190

Inigo Toledo specialises in combining modern styling and décor with fast 
hull lines, but when Turkish builders OSS commissioned him to design 
this ketch they were looking for a more traditional approach

number of large, new sailing yachts 
afloat today combine modern 
systems and underwater shapes 

with more traditional looks. Designers such 
as André Hoek with Adele, Marie and Erica XII 
and Gerry Dykstra with his Bestevaer-
derived range are exponents of the trend.

Inigo Toledo of the Spanish design office 
Barracuda Yacht Design has until now 

Classic throwback 
for Turkish  ketch

dimensions

LOA	 58.0m		 190ft	3in

LWL 44.8m 160ft 1in

Beam (max) 11.75m 38ft 6in

Displacement  505 tons

Draught 4.5m/8.0m 14ft 9in/26ft 3in

Designed by  Barracuda Yacht Design
www.barracuda-yd.com

Built by  Ocean Yacht Survey Services
www.oceansurveyservices.com  

eschewed the traditional look and, in my 
opinion, come up with some exciting modern 
sailing yachts combining outstanding 
accommodation and styling with a 
potentially fast sailing performance.

Akalam showed the way
His first large cruising yacht to launch was 
Akalam (above), a 105ft sloop built by 
Pendennis in the UK. She is a deceptively 
effective sailing yacht, despite looking more 
like a motor sailer, and her accommodation 
is breathtaking. Barracuda also recently 
released details of a 170ft proposal with 
battleship looks, but clearly a vast amount of 
accommodation and potentially good sailing 
performance to go with it.

So this yacht for Ocean Survey Services, 
a Turkish builder which specialise in 
steel-hulled yachts, is something of a 
throwback for Barracuda. Nonetheless, her 
more conservative looks might find more 
favour with the market.

A hallmark of Barracuda’s design work is 

Above: Akalam 

was an early big 

boat for Barracuda. 

Note the hull ports

Left: a much more 

traditional approach 

above the waterline, 

but beneath it the 

190 demonstrates  

a modern approach, 

and her interior is 

innovative
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the use of large windows to allow in vast 
amounts of natural light – there are no fewer 
than 12 hull ports running down each side. 

In Akalam, Barracuda demonstrated how 
clever engineering can cope with numerous 
apertures in the skin of the main structure. 
Cosmetic finishing will hide the tinted, 
toughened glass openings.

Fixed biminis that work
A few years ago I spent some time aboard the 
170ft ketch Adele and one of the features 
that worked well was the large bimini over 
the cockpit and main deck-level steering 
position. With its fixed posts and removable 
side panels, this large structure was at first 
regarded as something of an ugly addition, 
but in practice, especially in the South 
Atlantic, it became a godsend, providing the 
ideal transition space from being completely 
exposed to the elements to stepping below.

This yacht, 20ft longer overall, has in 
effect moved this feature to a flying bridge on 
top of the large deck saloon. I suspect it is 
designed to provide protection from the sun 
rather than the rain and snow we 
experienced, but the intention is to make this 
the focal point of on-deck activities.

There are two further dining and relaxing 
areas on the deck beneath, one inside the 
vast deck saloon and another further aft on 
deck, which can be covered too if required. 
Although the flying bridge provides the 

perfect vantage point for steering and 
controlling the yacht, the main bridge is 
housed forward in the deck saloon with the 
seering position well forward of amidships.

The other distinctive features are the two 
side platforms that open out to provide a dive 
area on one side and what the PR blurb refers 
to as a ‘beach club’ on the other. It’s big 
enough to accommodate a number of sun 
loungers and both could be used for 
temporary tender landing platforms. There 
seems to be no provision for the stern 
section to convert into a dinghy landing area.

Two tenders, a 6.80m and a 9m, can be 
stowed under the deck on the foredeck. This 
doesn’t impinge on crew accommodation 
arranged for eight in four cabins just forward 
of a large galley and mess area. 

Guest accommodation, including a 

full-beam owner’s stateroom with an 
en-suite bathroom and office, is for ten in five 
cabins all situated abaft the engine room 
amidships, which houses two 1200hp units 
plus three generator sets.

The plan view of this yacht reveals a 
relatively narrow vessel with fine ends and if 
Inigo Toledo works his magic below the 
waterline, this will be a great sailing yacht. 
Her narrow sections aft mean a single rudder 
and there is a daggerboard option, reducing 
draught to 4.8m for those looking for a yacht 
able to reach shallow anchorages.

Unusually, this yacht is specified to step 
aluminium spars with rod rigging, which 
means considerably more weight aloft than  
an equivalent a carbon alternative and the 
consequential need to increase the amount 
of ballast, get it lower or both.

Top: superb 

accommodation  

and finish aboard 

Akalam, with 

magnificent views 

from the deck 

saloon. Above: 

variation on a 

theme. Toledo’s 

proposal for a 

170-footer
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